
 

Microsoft Office 2003 Multilingual User Interface Pack
(MUI)

in the office 2003 multilingual user interface pack mui, the office skus
mui patch is marked as optional, so you can install the office skus mui
without removing the office 2003 multilingual user interface pack mui.
but you will have to remove the office skus mui afterwards. when you

install the office 2003 multilingual user interface pack mui, office 2003 is
installed in its original language. after you uninstall office 2003, the office

skus mui patch is installed and it fixes the french-language installation
problems that were caused by the office skus mui. i'm trying to use the

microsoft office language interface pack in a multilingual office
environment (w2k3r2) installed on a 64-bit windows server 2003. but the

installer doesn't detect any installed language pack and exits with the
error message:error : office language interface pack installation failed.

expecting a version of 2.0 or greater. if you are not sure which language
packs are installed, press f2 and view help/about. for more information,

contact your microsoft customer support center.back to the top if you are
having trouble locating the east asian language pack you can search for

the office language interface pack in the office support tools and services
web site. you can search for "office language interface pack" on the

following microsoft web sites: if you are using a 64-bit version of
windows, it is possible that you have multiple office language interface
packs installed. in this case, you should use the language pack of your

primary language (i.e., the language to which you most frequently
communicate). you can do this by selecting the package name and

language from the following list:
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this is an example of a configuration.xml file that installs the 64-bit
monthly enterprise channel version of microsoft 365 apps for enterprise
in english from the office content delivery network (cdn) on the internet
and uninstalls any windows installer (msi) versions of office, except for

visio professional, on the computer. as a result, you can enable
functionality for working with certain languages even if you do not install
the mui packs for those languages. for example, if you select korean as
an editing language, you enable asian and korean features in word even

though the korean proofing tools from the mui pack might not be
available. if, however, you install proofing tools from a mui pack or from
microsoft office 2003 proofing tools, then office uses those proofing tools

for the languages you enable for editing. you may prefer to use a
localized version of office if your organization needs completely localized
functionality and the additional content that is included with some fully
localized versions. each localized version includes at least two sets of
appropriate proofing tools for the languages that you are likely to use

most frequently. to expand that support to more than 40 languages, you
can add the proofing tools for office to any localized version. for more
information about the localized versions of microsoft office, locate the
following microsoft web sites:for microsoft office 2003: administrators

can elect to disable the taiwanese date format in office 2003 by
customizing the disable taiwan calendar setting. in the custom

installation wizard or custom maintenance wizard, change this setting on
the change office user settings page. in the group policy snap-in, the

disallow taiwanese calendar policy is located under user
configurationadministrative templatesmicrosoft office 2003language

settingsother. 5ec8ef588b
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